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Netled is the one-stop-shop for vertical farming, and a true turn-key project provider globally. We want your 
business to succeed. We support you throughout the entire growing process starting from facility design all the 
way to automated packaging.

With decades of experience in Controlled Environment Agriculture, vertical farming technology development 
and innovation, as well as planning and designing complete vertical farming operations, Netled is your perfect 
partner in indoor growing. We take pride in Netled’s proprietary Vera® technology, the most advanced vertical 
farming system in the world. According to our customers, Netled is years ahead of the competition in terms of 
technology, know-how, and delivery capabilities. Do you want to be part of the future of food? Bring your vertical 
farming business ideas and let us take care of the rest.

Technology Consultation

Have you already started a vertical farm? Perhaps 
things are not working exactly as you expected, 
or it is simply technically more difficult that you 
imagined.

Reach out to us for an on-site evaluation of your 
technical challenges and possible renewal of your 
existing technology solution. Our service promise 
is simple: an honest evaluation of your existing 
technology and solutions, and a guaranteed working 
technical solution if possible.

Facility Services

You have an idea for a vertical farming business, and 
you have the funding and the space. How do you get 
started?

Going from the business idea phase to actually 
planning, designing and building a vertical farm is a 
huge undertaking, and one you will need help with.

We help with planning the vertical farm facility 
specifically for your project and the existing space. 
We help you end-to-end with the vertical farm 
design, materials and workflows, automation systems 
such as harvesting, packing, palleting, wrapping, etc., 
farming unit integration – everything you need to get 
started.

Vera® Technology

Our Vera® technology solutions are designed for 
growing multiple types of crops such as leafy greens, 
herbs, berries, flowers with many more options 
on the horizon. We have different solutions to suit 
different scales of production.

Our Vera® systems are also designed for efficiency 
and sustainability producing 2.5 times more crops 
per comparable growing area and 15 times more per 
surface area compared to single-level high-efficiency 
year-round greenhouse growing. Vera® technology also 
produces over 100 times more crops per surface area 
compared to normal single-season open-field farming.

According to customers and partners, Vera® is the 
most energy-efficient vertical farming solution in 
potted vegetable production.

Horticultural Services

A successful vertical farm requires much more than 
just the technology. You need trained horticulturists 
to test new plants, substrates, growing recipes, etc., 
as well as operating the technology; good people are 
hard to find.

Our horticultural and recruitment services provide 
you with trained and certified horticulturists 
specialized in vertical farming operations and our 
Vera systems to help make your vertical farm a 
complete success.
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